FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
the handle of his whip down the nape of his neck and
scratching his back with it. As the heat increased with the
light, he took off one jacket after another and finally trans-
formed the black material which served him as a sash into a
turban. On top of a mud-built wall, a variegated cock
crowed at the blue sky. A shabby cart passed, laden with a
gay lacquered coffin, no doubt the only luxury some poor
man had allowed himself. The peasants, blue spots against
the soil of the fields, were extracting virgin earth from deep
pits, dark earth that would regenerate the glebe exhausted by
fifty centuries of cultivation.
Life in Kansu is really wretched. Squatting in front of
their mud hovels the women were stitching at thick cloth
slippers for their husbands. With vacant faces and dressed in
dusty jackets and trousers, they seemed to have no sense of
feminine coquetry except in the matter of their stunted feet.
These they had shod with embroidered materials attached to
little curved wooden heels. Many times I saw mothers on the
side of the road tying up the feet of tiny girls—poor resigned
little things!—with dirty bandages. Miserable children,
prematurely serious, are put to work in Kansu as soon as their
limbs are strong enough. Here were four of them directing a
primitive plough under the supervision of a man who, as he
ambled up and down, was spinning a handful of brilliant
white cotton. Sitting in the dust near him, a mother and a
bitch, equally human, equally animal, were suckling their
young.
Each evening as night came down, we would stop at some
village we had decided on as marking a stage. Wang would
open a side of a swing door and we entered a long courtyard
with eight or ten rooms opening off it. The largest, facing the
entrance, is reserved for distinguished travellers. But we
always refused it, as its size, its badly jointed roof and its
broken windows inevitably meant that it was icy cold. The
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